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CIRCULATION AND PILING. IN THE DRY KILN

A good iry kiln when empty may be a poor dry
kiln when loaded with lumber, simply because the wrong
method of piling is used. Circulation of air is necessary
to distribute the heat ani humidity uniformly to all parts
of the kiln and to all parts Of the lumber pile. In a
kiln of good design the circulation is carefully provided
fora'- but obstructions caused by improper piling may de-
feat the designer's plan.

There are few more effective .ways of baffling
circulation than by piling into the kiln a quantity of .
lumber across the path which it was intended the air
should. follow. If this is done, the circulation becomes
sluggish and uneven, permitting the formation of cool-
pockets in • which lumber does not dry and hot pockets in
which lumber is ruined.

Air moves differently in different types of
kilns; therefore the proper method. of . piling the lumber
will vary with the kind of kiln used. To run lumber

- into the dry kiln endwise, or crosswise, or edgewise,
without regard to whether the stickers are to • be per-
pendicular or parallel to the direction of circulation
is a blind effort and not at all conducive to efficiency
or satisfaction..

This point was brought very forcibly to the
attention of the Forest Products Laboratory some years
ago when a problem in the operation of a dry, kiln of new
construction and good design was presented by a large
commercial concern. Although the new kiln was far supe-.
rior to the.old one when empty of lumber, in points of
design* and control apparatus, it dried lumber more-slow-
ly and less evenly than the old. kiln.

The trouble was that the same . system of piling
was used in both cases, although the direction of cireu-
lation.had been changed. in the new kiln. The system of •
circulation in the new kiln was much preferable to that
in the old, but . the old method of piling, Which was in-
tended only for the old kiln, threw the balance the other
way.
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This experience lei to careful tests, the re-
sults of which have very general and broad application in
commercial practice. In soliln having vertical-lateral
circulation, such as is usually characteristic of con-
denser kilns and of many ventilated compartment kilns,
lumber was piled both endwise and crosswise. A curtain
was dropped from the ceiling between the two piles in
such a way that each pile dried according to the same
temperature and humility. Temperature and humidity
readings were taken daily, at different parts of each
pile. On the eighth day, for example, the readings were
as follows;	 v,

Cross piled lumber End_piled lumber

Center of the pile 110° F. Center of the pile	 142° F.
Underneath 168° F. Underneath 152° F.
Above 146° F. Above 146° F.

The difference in temperature between the center and
bottom of the first pile (cross piled) was 58 degrees while
in the second pile (end piled) .the difference was only 10
degrees.

Naturally such differences in temperature at
various parts of the piles had a decided effect on the
rate sad uniformity of drying. The end piled stock dried
in 10 days from a moisture content of 30 per cent to a
maximum moisture content of 6 per cent. The stock piled
crosswise took 13 days to dry from 30 per cent down to 12
per cent.

The lesson is obvious. Lumber should be piled
to suit the circulation in the kiln.
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